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Stage 1 Horizon Detection: ESA-MWT was conducted over the 
whole area on a mesh of 1km x 1km, with additional stations 
around the wells and on a 700m x 700m mesh along the axis of 
the anticline. 

Numerous depth-plateaus were detected at each MWT-station 
and were laterally merged into probable magnetic interfaces. In 
total, 15 skeleton horizons were built. Nine were detected on the 
northern side of the major thrust fault, delineated from ACM, dis-
locating the Hides anticline (horizons 1 to 7) while a further six 
(interfaces 1 to 6) were detected on the southern side of the 
thrust fault, as depicted in Figure 7 & 11.

Horizon 1 (H1) corresponds to magnetic markers of high mag-
netic susceptibility as measured in the Hides 1 well, delineating 
the trend of the top of the Dari Limestone. Horizon 2 (H2) corre-
sponds to the top of the Ieru Formation underlying the Dari Lime-
stone. Horizon 3 (H3) represents an intra-sedimentary layer 
within the Upper Ieru Formation. It appears that Horizon 4 (H4) 
corresponds to the top of the Toro formation underlying the Ieru 
Fm. Deeper horizons are at the base of the Imburu formation 
and deeper Jurassic sedimentary surfaces. The magnetic inter-
faces on the south-western side of the major thrust fault were 
also mapped. Interface 1 belongs to the Oribudi Beds overlying 
the Dari Limestone. Interface 2 and deeper represent the under-
lying stratigraphy offset by faulting (Figure 7 & 11).

The skeleton of Horizon 2 (H2) when compared to well data cor-
responded to the top of the Ieru Fm. Additional MWT stations 
were interpreted and these surfaces were then validated using 
well data and a grid of Top Ieru and a partial Top Toro grid de-
rived later from seismic. The Top of Ieru as derived from magnet-
ic data and the top of Ieru Fm. as derived from seismic data 
show close correspondence (Figures 8 a, b & c). The optimal 
window size at each MWT-station for the horizon (H2: Top of Ieru 
Fm.) were selected. In addition, interface 3 was selected for de-
tailed mapping (Figure 10 a, b & c). 

Stage 2 Detailed Mapping: ESA MW was applied to compute 
and interpret the spectra over the optimal windows on a regular 
mesh of 500m x 500m to generate high resolution maps as de-
picted in figures 10b and c (Top of Ieru Fm.). 
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Figure 10 (a) Magnetic H2 Top Upper Ieru and Interface 2, (b) Detailed Magnetic Interface 3, (c) Detailed 
Magnetic Horizon H2, Top Ieru

Figure 9 (a) Horizons, Interfaces and Fault in 3D (b) Horizons, Interfaces and Fault in 3D
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Figure 8 (a) Skeleton Magnetic Horizon Top Ieru (H2), (b) Top Ieru derived from seismic and well data and 
(c) Map of differences between (a) magnetics and (b) seismic and wells.

MAPPING MAGNETIC INTERFACES

Figure 7 Horizons, Interfaces and Faults from Magnetic Data

Several different geophysical models were used to analyse and 
interpret single anomalies using the TMI and vertical gradient 
data, showing the magnetisation of the sediments at different 
depths. ACM determined the depth to the magnetic source, and 
the susceptibility and geometry of the source body. These were 
interpreted in a 3D cube using horizontal and vertical crustal 
depth slices. The magnetisation of the rocks, when depicted in 
vertical slices, provided a guide to understanding the structural 
model of the study area, as the magnetic markers within the sedi-
ments can be seen dislocated by the thrust faults (Figure 7 & 11).

The major thrust faults, as well as smaller associated structures 
were interpreted. There is a major fault, trending north-
west-southeast, thrusting the Hides Anticline from the southwest. 
This is the main thrust fault in this study area, where the sedi-
ments on the south-western side are downthrown a few kilome-
tres. The Hides anticline strata on the north-eastern side do not 
coincide with those on the other side of the thrust fault.

MAPPING STRUCTURES

Figure 6 (a) ACM Cube with Depth Slices (b) Data Extraction in four 
directions (c) Pattern of magnetic lineaments.
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Fault Detection: To detect magnetic lineaments, at different 
depths within the sediments, the Automatic Curve Matching 
(ACM) technique was applied to located magnetic profile data. 
The observed line data, and profiles extracted from the TMI grid 
in four directions: EW, NS, NE-SW, NW-SE were analysed. The 
magnetic sources detected were visualised in a 3D cube which is 
either sliced vertically or horizontally and magnetic lineaments at 
different depths delineated. Spatially correlated magnetic linea-
ments were traced, and fault faces constructed in 3D. The pattern 
of magnetic lineaments corresponds to major faults and associat-
ed structures dislocating the sediments (Figures 6a, b & c).
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